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ABSTRACT
This work summarizes the views of current authors on the multifaceted problems
associated with updating a finite element model with vibration test data. It presents
the practical optimization solutions for each step from pre-test analysis, through the
actual vibration test, through post-test orthogonality checks and subsequent model
correlation.
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INTRODUCTION
Today's computer aided mechanical design incorporates finite element analysis
supplemented with structural dynamic testing. The total system finite element model
(FEM) of a structure may be composed of substructured finite element models that
may be produced by different organizations within a particular company or from
different companies all together as in the case of Space Station Freedom. Here is a
case where the truss structure is developed by Macdonnel Douglas, the living
quarters by Boeing, the power system by Rocketdyne, and the total system model is
being integrated by Grumman. The Johnson Space Center requires that the flight
worthiness of each componentmodel be certified to various margins of safety relative
to the level of vibration testing given to each piece of hardware. In the absence of
any testing, a 2.6 factor of safety must be applied to all design loads that are
calculated with a finite element model uncorrelated by test. The test correlated math
models are incorporated into the shuttle system model which are subsequently used
for launch, landing, and on-orbit loads analysis.
This paper evaluates the positions of current authors on the steps required to
accomplish the task of validating a finite element model with test data. The four
steps involved include: (1) the choice of vibration test boundary conditions, that is
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free-free or fixed, (2) optimum accelerometer / exciter locations, (3) optimum
localization of model error, and (4) optimum model modification technique. Since
there are numerous techniques to accomplish each step, the theory for only the
recommended solution for each step is presented here. References are given where
the detailed theory for all the techniques can be found. Where possible, the author
has also supplied the source for programs that accomplish the theory in question.
Finally, having accomplished several model correlations recently, the author gives
some practical insight into each step as acquired through his experiences in industry.
FREE-FREE VERSUS CONSTRAINED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The first item of concern during the model verification process of a finite element
model is the decision whether to test the structure in a constrained or unconstrained
configuration. Both methods have merits, but only for specific types of structures and
their respective end use environments. Ewins [1] adequately describes this dilemma
when he points out that for a turbine blade it is clear that its operating conditions
are better approximated by a cantilevered beam, than by a completely free blade.
Theoretically it is possible to test a structure in its free state and expect to validate
a model when it is grounded. In actuality, it is probably more assuring to the
engineering community to test the structure in a manner that resembles its end use.
A compromise solution is to combine the best features of the two states.
Testing a structure in a free-free configuration involves suspending it in a manner
such that its rigid body modes are less than 10% to 20% of its first flexible or
bending mode. This can be accomplished by the use of soft springs, ie. bunge cords
or a floating test bed (see Figure 1). Generally, it is best to attach the suspension
system at nodal points of the system mode shape in question or at the interface
boundary between this structure and its mating structure. The nodal points or points
of zero deflection, are acquired by examination of the mode shapes of the analytical






Figure 1 Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Suspended by Air Chambers
in the Clean Room at Lockheed Missies and Space Company, Inc.
Sunnyvale, California
( From [13] )
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The verification of large spacecraft models, whose fundamental modes may be less
than 10 Hz, poses a problem since the on-orbit end use of the structure requires an
investigation of these low frequency rigid body modes. Cooley [2] proposes a two
level low frequency suspension system [3] where suspension cables are supported by
suspension devices. As the structure's frequency decreases, the frequency of the test
fixture must also decrease to avoid dynamic coupling between the test article and the
suspension system. Although these advanced suspension systems offer a significant
improvement over traditional suspension systems, dynamic coupling still prevents this
approach of free-free testing from eliminating infinitesimal differences (on the order
of 5% or less) between actual free body structural frequencies and suspended system
frequencies. He also proposes an innovative technique to improve the ability to
estimate free-body parameters from tests of a
"constrained"
structure that treat the
constraint forces as additional excitation forces during modal parameter estimation.
Usually, the vibration test is performed with only one input shaker and all the
accelerometer outputs are taken relative to that input location. As long as the inputs
are uncorrelated, multiple shakers can be used. This approach then essentially
becomes a testwith a
"multi-shaker"
input, where the constraint points are considered
as input points. Although the constraint forces are passive and thus fully correlated,
runningmultiple vibration tests, where the stiffness characteristics of each suspension
device is perturbed would make the constraint forces effectively uncorrelated.
Therefore, the combined use of the advanced suspension system and this test
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technique provides as close as possible to free-body (unconstrained) boundary
conditions.
The inherent problem with the fixed base configuration is that it is very difficult to
produce a truly rigid test fixture. All structures have flexibility. Whereas, it is possible
to use soft springs to simulate the free condition, it is much more difficult to
duplicate the grounded condition. Care must also be taken such that the
"rigid"
test
support structure does not unrealistically stiffen the interface attachment points of
the test item. Various studies have been done that incorporate a combination of free-
free and constrained boundary conditions [4,5,6] in updating or verifying finite
element models. A perturbed boundary condition testing technique [3,4] uses
measurements from a structure in a free-free state but whose boundary has been
changed from one configuration to another such that it is beinging contrained at
different points each time. Each test configuration results in a different set of
frequency response functions as measured by the accelerometers. This increase in the
modal test database improves the condition of the model updating process, since
often the experimental data is very limited. The expense of this increase in the test
data comes only at the cost ofmultiple runs of the different boundary conditions and
not of moving the accelerometer instrumentation. The boundary changes can be
easily simulated in the finite
element model by adding concentrated mass elements
and spring elements to the
model boundary locations. However, as pointed out by
Wang, et al, in [5], it is extremely difficult to simulate a hypothetical set of boundary
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conditions in a test environment. The authors show that the clamped-clamped test
configuration actually only compared well to the finite element model configurations
if the finite element model were held in a manner somewhere between a hinged and
fixed boundary condition. Methods have been developed to identify an extended set
of modal parameters out of a set of perturbed boundary condition measurements
[7,8].
For space shuttle payloads, the most direct method of validating a finite element
model with test data is to run constrained boundary vibration tests. The boundaries
between the space shuttle and its payload form excelent locations for substructuring
or model reduction of the finite element model. As pointed out in [9], the results of
acquiring accelerometer data during vibration testing (amodal survey) of a structure
in a free-free configuration as compared to a structure in a constrained configuration,
overlap significantly in the type of data obtained for use in an overall model
verification. It is pointed out that after the free-free test is complete, the only thing
that remains is to dynamically characterize the shuttle-to-payload interface or
boundary locations. To then restrain these locations would defeat the purpose of
having done the free-free test. Therefore, that author proposes what he terms as an
"Interface Force Verification Test", where each payload interface degree of freedom
(usually 6 kinematic degrees of freedom) is excited individually along the direction
of the degree of freedom while the structure is still in the free-free test configuration.
This method takes advantage of the less costly free-free configuration and provides
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accurate information about the interface boundaries. The premise is that a model
correlation resulting from an understanding of the interface locations coupled
with
the free-free test will provide the required test verified finite element model.
The following derivation is given by the authors of [9] and [13]. The basic dynamic
equation of motion neglecting damping may be written as follows:
[M]{ii} + [K]{u} = {f} (1.5)
Where,
[M] = the system mass matrix.
[K] = the system stiffness matrix.
{u} = the system displacement vector.
{u} = the system acceleration vector.
{f} = the applied loads vector.
{u} is usually divided into two groups: the ub's which are the displacements at the
boundaries and the Uj's which are the displacements at all other interior degrees of
freedom, {u} can be represented by a set of generalized coordinates: fix which is
dependent upon location only and q(t) that is a function only of time, such that:
{u} = <f>{x) q{t} (1.6)
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Furthermore, 0(x) may be broken into two portions: a set ofvectors known as normal
modes holding a predetermined set of boundaries fixed (0n) and a second set of static
deflection shapes which describes the system when all but one of the boundaries are
held fixed (0b, constraint modes):
WW] = [0b(x) , f*n(x)] (1.7)
Incorporating equations (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) and premultiplying the result by 0T(x)
the transpose of 0(x), the dynamic equations of motion may be rewriten as:
0bTMbtA 0bTMbA qb 4Xb*b 0bTKbnC*n M faTk) (1-8)
0nTMnb0b ^nVi L 0nXb0b AA 'q1
>Tf'
If the 0n's correspond to the natural modes of vibration for the system then they can














[Knb] [0b] = 0
1,2,.
..Nb
(the total number of boundary degrees of freedom).
1,2,. ..N (the total number of system modes).
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[n2] = the diagonal matrix of system mode frequencies.
[I] = the identity matrix.
The 0b's will be scaled such that the interface degree of freedom inmotion shall have
a unit displacement, this scaling factor will ease subsequent back transformations
(e.g. ub
= qb). Additionally, for a statically determinant system (an assumption valid
for the proposed testing to be described later, even though the payload might have
an indeterminant interface):
[0bf [KJ [0b] = 0 (1.10)
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The interface force can be obtained from equation (1.11) as:
Fi/f = {0bTfb>
= [0bf [Mbb][0b] {qb} + [0b]T[Mbn][0J {qj (1.12)
For a cantilevered structure, the boundary degrees of freedom have zero motion thus
leaving only the second term of equation (1.12) to influence the interface loads.
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Inspection of equation (1.12) shows that for this condition, the interface force rise as
the mass coupling between the constraint modes and the system modes increases.
These high interface load producing modes are the fundamental modes which
exercise the structure near the interface andwhen properly included in the
"free-free"
test verifed dynamic math model, result in a model which accurately predicts the
interface loads.
The more general case of equation (1.12) (motion at the boundaries allowed)
requires solution of the second part of equation (1.11) such that the q's may be
written in terms of the qb's:
[i] (i> + K2] (qJ
=
-[0nT] [mj WJ (qJ +
[0JT
(O (i.i3)
Assuming that qb is a sinusoidal input (e"r<,>t) and the system damping can be
represented by a modal damping ratio,Cn, then qn may be represented by a diagonal
matrix proportional to the o)n's and multiplied by the interface force:





n = 1,2,.N the number of cantilevered (normal) system modes.
rn
= (n/o>n), where n is the forcing frequency.
Cn = the modal damping ratio ( Cn = 1 is critical viscous damping).
Thus, applying a single base motion at a single degree of freedom with all other











The second term on the right hand side of equation (1.15) is the governing term in
determining the maximum interface forces near resonant frequencies. This may be
seen by the fact that the first term is merely the rigid body force whereas the second
term is the force due to the elastic response of the system. Therefore, the local
maximums of the interface force with respect to the excitation frequency occur
whenever the rn becomes unity. If the modal damping for all the modes are
approximately the same, then the governing factor for the relative magnitudes of the
interface force maximums are the [0JT[Mnb][0b] terms. Therefore, the same modes
that cause the maximum interface forces for a constrained system also cause them
for a boundary exitation (base shake).
If the interface force boundary is reduced to only one particular degree of freedom,
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letting all other boundary degrees of freedom move freely, the interface force and
boundary excitation are represented by a single complex number for each excitation
frequency in equation (1.15). The boundary excitation may be divided by the
interface force to produce the standard relationship termed the complex frequency
response function.
ub/FI/F





In equation (1.16), 0b is represented by a single rigid body displacement field that has
motion at the interface and still conforms to the conditions in equations (1.9) and
(1.10). The 0b's will now be computed for motion with one boundary degree of
freedom constrained and, therefore, contain five rigid body modes.
Inspection of equation (1.16) shows that when the previously identified modes which
cause high interface forces are excited, the frequency response function goes to a
minimum (a zero), since it is merely the inverse of equation (1.15). Therefore,
characterization of the zeroes at the interface force during a base shake will yield
data useful for dynamic model updates. The frequency of the zero at the interface
force corresponds to a high interface force load producing mode when that interface
degree of freedom is held fixed and all other interface force degrees of freedom are
free to move. Figure 2 shows a typical frequency response taken at the interface of
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a structure and in the direction of the excitation force. The X axis shows the log of
the frequency. On the Y axis is the log of the ratio of the acceleration of the input
to output force. As can be seen, at 109 Hertz, the response goes to what is typically
termed a
"zero"
(a minimum), and indicates the location of the interface frequency.
This data is acquired for each interface degree of freedom.
The more general form of equation (1.16) which describes the displacement at any
point in the system is:
u/FI/F
= ([0b] - [0n] (rn2/(l -
rn2
+ i2Crn))[0n]T[Mnb][^b] (1.17)
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When a structure is held at a single degree of freedom and a base motion applied
at that interface degree of freedom, the response anywhere on the structure is
equivalent to when the same structure is unconstrained and forced at that same
location. Thus a
"free-free"
structure can be forced at the payload booster interface
and the frequency of the high interface load producing modes can be obtained by
examination of the zeroes in the resulting frequency response function at the
interface.









u = physical accelerations for the unconstrained system
rn, o)n, 0n, Cn = same as before, except now they describe the
"free-free"
system.
Note that the interface degree of freedom is now contained in the 0n since there are
now no ub's. Of particular interest is the difference in the character of the two
equations (1.17) and (1.18). Although they give the same results when generated
completely, equation (1.17) explicitly describes each zero at the interface and
equation (1.18) describes each normalmode of vibration for the
"free-free"
structure.
In other words, one describes the system zeroes (1.17) with respect to the interface
and the other system pole (1.18). For a test with the vehicle in a freely suspended
configuration, equation (1.18) would normally be used. However, for most space
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shuttle payloads, the local interface modes may be at a very high frequency in the
free configuration. This introduces the possibility of these modes being truncated
during response analyses due to the practical limitations on finite element
modeling/analysis thus causing the omission of local flexibilty effects in the response
analysis. Equation (1.17), on the other hand, uses constraint modes at the interface,
thereby providing better accuracy at the points without a significant number of
additional modes.
A means to enhance the affects of the boundary local modes is also presented in [9]
by adding a rigid mass to the boundary and in [10], where a free-free mass additive
test is introduced. In [9], the author notes that by adding a rigid mass at the
interface, the interface frequencies are forced to drop and the truncation vectors are
incorporated into the local modes of the mass flexing at the interface. If the structure
is in the free-free state, all the free-free modes are still present, but may be changed
slightly due to the added mass. In [10], the author concurs and suggests that the
masses be sized to bring out the local elastic modes of the interface into the upper
end of the test bandwidth. This is required since the interface locations are generally
very stiff and their unloaded
frequencies may be out of the frequency range of
interest. Therefore, a hybrid of the free-free method seems in order, where the free-
free unloaded test is first performed to verify the modes required for the synthesis,
then a limited modal test at the boundaries with mass loading is performed. The
modal truncation vectors from the unloaded model can then be used, in conjunction
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with the interface-mass-loadedmass matrix [M] (formulated next) to predict the local
modes.The combination of these test can be used to validate the model for further
modal synthesis after having met the modal correlation criteria.
The following equations from [14] estimate the maximum errors obtained when
deriving constrained-interface modes from free-free mass-additive modes.
The equations ofmotion for a structure in a free-free mass additive configuration are
given as:
[M]{u} + [K]{u} = (f(t)} (1.19)
The mass matrix [M] results from the addition of the original mass matrix [M] and
the added mass [AM]. Using the mode shapes, [0m], obtained from equation (1.19),
the following coordinate transformation may be applied:
{u} = [0J{qm> (1-20)
where qm are the mass-additive
coordinates.The resulting uncoupled equations of




If the mass additive shapes are normalized to the mass matrix, the modal mass
matrix is an identity matrix and the modal stiffness matrix contains the n eigenvalues
on the diagonal.
To derive the constrained modes from the mass-additive model, the mass must be
removed analytically and the boundary degrees of freedom constrained. First, the
mass is removed by substracting [AM], giving
([I] - [^JT[AM][0m]){qm} + [o2J{qJ =
[0m]T
{f(t)} (1.22)
To apply constraints at the nb boundaries, the coordinate transformation given by
equation (1.20) is partitioned into boundary, ub, and interior, ui; coordinates:
{u} = [0J{qm} (1-23)










= Eliminated mass additive coordinates.
q,,,
= Reduced mass additive coordinates.
0'm = Eliminated interior mass additive modes.
0bm = Eliminated mass additive modes on the boundary.
0'm = Reduced interior mass additive modes.
0 m = Reduced mass additive modes on the boundary.
This partitioning results in a set of n-nb retained mass-additive mode shapes to be
used in the derivation of constrained frequencies and mode shapes.
The constraints are applied by setting the boundary coordinates {ub} to zero,
resulting in the transformation
qm) [fJ {%} (1-25)
[I]
or
(O = [TJ{qJ (1-26)
Applying equation (1.26) to equation (1.21) yields the equations of motion for the
constrained system based on the mass-additive modal parameters,
[TC]T([I]
- 0m]T[AM][0J)[Tc]{qm} + [Tc]T[o>2][Tc]{qm}
= [Tc]T[^m]T{f(t)} (1.27)
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Equation (1.27) results in constrained frequencies, [o>2], and eigenvectors, [0], derived
from shapes in physical coordinates are recovered by the back transformation:
[0r] = [0J[Tc][0] (1.28)
where,
0R = Derived constrained mode shapes.
0m = Reduced set of mass additive modes.
Tr = Transformation to constrained boundaries.
0 = Modes in reduced coordinates.
An alternative method for properly describing the theoretical boundary conditions
is commonly called the Rubin-MacNeal modal synthesis, where free-free modes are
used in conjunction with modal truncation vectors, inertia relief modes, or residual
flexibilities for each of the interface degrees of freedom. We recognize that 0 is only
a truncation of the full set of modes and, hence {u} is only an approximation. We
can improve upon this solution if we add additional terms to {u} to account for
"residuals". That is, if we compute the exact solution and add to it the difference
between the exact solution and the approximate solution, the added difference would
be called a "residual". The exact solution is seldom really found. Instead, it is
approximated. One method for approximating the exact solution and calculating a
residual is described by Rubin in [66]. It is shown in [11] that for a given model,




In conclusion, when all things are considered - cost of the test fixture, reliability of
test data, limitations on data acquisition, size of test article, and end use, a
combination of a free-free test with mass-additive tests of the boundary interfaces
seems a prudent approach. As pointed out in [1] by Ewins, although it may be
possible to determine the grounded structures properties from a free condition test,
it is not possible to determine free-free structural properties from a grounded test
condition. This comes from the fact that the free support involves more degrees of
freedom, some ofwhich can later be deleted, while its not possible, without addition
of new data, to convert the more limited model of a grounded structure to one with
greater freedom as in the free-free state.
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ACCELEROMETER LOCATION SELECTION
In resent years, emphasis has been placed on pre-test analysis intended to set the
stage for the modal survey and subsequent model correlation efforts. Before the
vibration test can be performed, the best estimate of the structure is the existing
detailed finite element model of the structure. The complexity of this model may
require substructuring or model reduction in size down to a boundary set or analysis
set before normal modes analysis can be performed. Since the final outcome is to
generate a test correlated model, whose number of degrees of freedom during the
vibration test is also limited by the number of instrumentation points, it is ideal to
make these reduced sets one and the same. That is, reduce the detailed finite
element model down to a set of degrees of freedom that match the accelerometer
locations and directions to be used during the test. This reduction involves two
variables : (1) the actual location of the accelerometers, and (2) the chosen finite
element model reduction method. As shown in what follows, although the selection
of these locations is not a trivial matter, by closely integrating the pre-test analysis
as part of the total correlation effort it is possible to achieve more accurate results
and shorter model correlation schedules.
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The basic theory for locating a set of exciter locations and measuring points is an
adaptation of the simulated annealing analogy; a heuristic concept built around the
idea of iterative improvements. This algorithm was first devised for the numerical
simulation of the behavior of atoms in a body in thermal equilibrium at finite
temperatures [15]. At high temperatures, atoms assume a random disordered state
and the kinetic energy level of the system is high. As the body is allowed to slowly
cool (anneal) so as to maintain thermal equilibrium, the atoms migrate to an ordered
ground state (global optimum) with lowest system energy. On the other hand, if the
body is cooled rapidly (quenched), the atoms then congeal in some disordered state
(local optimum) between the random state and the ground state. The following
formulation from [16] shows how this analogy can be related to the location of
accelerometers and exciter location points.
Consider an arbitrary three dimensional domain modeled by N degrees of freedom;
i=l,...,N. The displacement response at degree of freedom i due to an excitation
F(j,t) applied at degree of freedom j is designated by W^t). In a discrete model of
the domain, let F(j,t) be a concentrated action (force or moment) defined by
F(]',t) = f(t)S(j-i)
= f(t) for i = j (2.1)
= 0 for i *= j
where the Dirac delta, 5(j-i) specifies the spatial location of the excitation F and f(t)
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specifies its time dependence. When represented by a summation of the modal
responses of all modes n=l,...,N the steady state displacement response is:
N





mass-normalized normal mode (with natural frequency o>n)
evaluated at degree of freedom i = 1,...,N
qnO>0
= generalized modal coordinate






Qn(r) = E 0inf(r) SQ-i) = 0n(j) f(r)
n=l
With these equations, equation (2.2) becomes:
N
W.O'.t) = E 0in0n(j)/^nd i f(r)e" Cn un(t-T)sin cond(t-r)dr (2.3)
n=l
It is useful to write equation (2.3) in a concise form:
N
WiG,t) = E fag* (2-4)
n=l
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in which the following notations have been used
0inj = 0in0n(J) = a transfer function for the excitation
applied at j and the response measured






l/o>nd / f(r)e-fn""^sinG)nd(t-r)dr (2.6)
Attempting to identify the structural parameters (i.e. frequencies and modes) from
a limited number of measurements falls in the domain of system identification
techniques. These techniques differ basically in the mathematical processing of an
incomplete set of measurements so as to accurately infer the structural parameters
of interest. Here, we presuppose that the system identification method has already
been selected, and concentrate instead on the complimentary problem of selecting
the spatial locations of the excitations and sensors such that the measurements are
maximally observed.
Thus, if the sensing devices are accelerometers or strain gages, then locating them
at degrees of freedom with the largest kinetic energy or strain energy will maximize
the sensor's ability to efficiently observe the
structural parameter of interest as well
as changes thereof.Without loss of generality, in the following, we choose the kinetic
energy EJ measured at degree of freedom i due to excitation at degree of freedom
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j to be the observer for parameter estimation. From equation (2.4)
N N
(E/)N = E E 1/2 gra*mn(i,j) gn (2.7)
m=l n=l
where tymn(i,j) are elements of the n x n matrix i|r which is a function of a given pair
of i and j degree of freedom locations and nij is the mass associated with that ith dof;
[*mn(U)] = [diag 0mO')] &J i 0in [diag 0n(j)] (2.8)
In general, all N degrees of freedom may be possible sites for excitation and sensor
placements, so that in equations (2.7) and (2.8), i = l,...,N and j = l,...,N. In practice
however, the total number of excitation locations may be limited to only a subset of
J and the total number of sensor locations may be limited to only a subset of I. On
the other hand a prescribed set of modes N*, which each constitutes a of degrees of
















e J locations and to place
I*
e I locations such that the
totality of observed kinetic energy is maximized
in any mode N*, i.e.,
J* I*
E E (E/)N, (2.9)MAX
I*,P J i
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In the objective criterion (2.9), the temporal nature of the excitations may be either
completely or partially specified in terms of some unknown parameters (such as
frequency contents and phases). For phases, the unknown parameters can be
considered as additional variables to be determined from the maximization in
criterion (2.9).
The analogy between simulating the annealing of a body and the optimum excitation
and sensor location lies in the fact that locating the sensors at degrees of freedom
that measure the largest kinetic or strain energy will maximize the sensors ability to
efficiently observe the structural deformation. Each new
"temperature"
essentially
generates a pair of exciter/sensor locations that can be used as constraints in the
maximization of the system kinetic energy function. This becomes a combinatorial
optimization problem where the number of evaluations approaches infinity very
rapidly. In fact, a small problem of exciter = sensor = 20 locations requires 1.5
million evaluations to maximize the energy function. This analogywas first perceived
by Kirkpatrick et al.,[17] and since employed in some form or fashion in [18,19,20].
Several practical examples of the use of this algorithm are also given in [16].
A more pragmatic point of view is given by Flanigan and Hunt [21] who state that
one of the drawbacks of a kinetic energy based selection algorithm is that it does not
take into account closely located grid points. They propose two additional methods -
the Effective Independence Method (EI) which selects accelerometer locations that
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maximizes the ability to observe a set ofmode shapes and the PKASETmethod [22],
which attempts to maximize the ability of a reduced set of stated
constraint mode
shapes to match the normal mode shapes of the pre-test model. They further state
that the method ultimately chosen is directly related to the type of finite element
reduction used. For instance, if Guyan Reduction [23] or the Improved Reduced
System method (IRS) [24] is used, then the kinetic energy or the PKASET method
is preferred. On the other hand, the EI method is best used with a modal reduction
[25] of the finite element model. It should be pointed out that static reduction loses
accuracy if there is any mass at non-instrumented or omitted degrees of freedom.
The IRS method improves the Guyan Reduction method with its first order
corrections for omitted mass effects.
The Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC) has developed software
within its Structural Analysis Utilities and Management Program (STUMP) [27]
which uses kinetic energy, EI, and PKASET to determine the accelerometer
locations. Blakely and Rose [28] give DMAP that aid in pre-test planning to guide
proper selection of measurement locations in version 67.5 MSC NASTRAN.
The Craig-Bampton Method is generally accepted as the ideal finite element model
model reduction technique. As pointed out earlier, the boundaries between the
shuttle interface , for instance, and the its payload form very convenient locations for
substructuring coupling. The
Craig-Bampton method is developed as follows in [65].
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Again, given the mass and stiffness matrices of a structural system typically generated
from a finite element model, the undamped equation of motion is :
[M] {u} + [K] {u} = {F} (2.10)
[M] = the mass matrix.
[K] = the stiffness matrix.
{F} = the applied force vector
{u} = the displacement vector.
{ii} = the acceleration vector.
Equation (2.10) can be partitioned between its boundary degrees of freedom
designated the r-set degrees of freedom, and its interior degrees of freedom which
will be referred to as the 1-set degrees of freedom in the following manner.
M Mrl (iir) K^ K,! (uT
LMlr Mn u. Kir K j
(2.11)
If the boundary or r-set degrees of freedom are constrained, the fixed vibration
eigenvalue problem results:
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([KJ - [XHMJHfl = 0 (2.12)
Equation (2.12) is actually the matrix form of the second order differential equation
whose solution has two parts - [A.], the eigenvalues, and [0], the eigenvectors of a
reduced or truncated set of cantilevered or normal natural modes. The Craig-
Bampton method treats these natural modes as generalized coordinates of the
system, and supplements themwith boundary node functions called constraint modes.
The constraint modes relate the displacements in the 1-set degrees of freedom to
displacement of the boundary or r-set degrees of freedom. Using the constraint





with {q} the generalized displacement of the normal modes. Each column in the
constraint mode matrix should be thought of as the 1-set displacement due to a unit
displacement enforced in a unique r-set degree of freedom with all other r-set
degrees of freedom constrained. The expression for the constraint modes can
therefore be derived simply through the static equation of motion as follows:
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Jv Kn /\=n /Fr
- K,r K
(2.14)
u, S / 0
solving the bottom partition of equation (2.14) for ul
M = [Klr] {ur} (2.15)
The constraint modes are now fully defined as
[0J =
u
L U, [KJ TlrJ
(2.16)
The complete displacement of the structure now can be expressed through the use
of a transformation matrix which combines the constraint modes and the normal








It should be realized that the constraint modes represent all motion of the system
due to boundary displacement, including both rigid body and flexible boundary
deflection. In contrast, the cantilevered modes represent the motion of the structure
relative to the boundary. The combination of these vectors therefore describe all
possible motion. It is obvious that all of the modes (constraint and cantilevered) are
linearly independent. This fact is clear because of the orthogonality condition which
states that the normal modes are independent of each other. In addition, the normal
modes are independent with respect to the constraint modes since the boundary is
constrained for the normal mode calculation.
Equation (2.17) may be differentiated to yield a similar transformation to describe




Substituting equations (2.17) and (2.18) into equation (2.11), and then premultiplying
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With substripts
"b"
refering to the boundary and
"h"
for hybrid (or modal).
Expanding equations (2.18) and (2.19) :

















[Kbb] = [KJ + [KJITJ +
[Tlr]T
[Klr] + [Tlr]T[K] [Tlr] (2.22)
[Kbh] = ( [KJ +
[Tlr]T
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and




The partitions of the Craig-Bampton generalized mass and stiffness matrices are now
fully derived. It should be noted that [Mbb] and [KJ are exactly the boundary mass
and stiffness matrices as if generated through Guyan reduction, making this
formulation ideal for substructuring. The [Mhh] and [KJ terms are simply the
generalized mass and stiffness of the cantilevered modes and are diagonal due to the
orthogonality condition. The eigenvectors are typically normalized in such a way that
[Mhh] is the identity matrix and [KJ is a matrix of eigenvalues; however, this is not
required. It is also apparent that the the boundary and modal coordinates are
coupled through the [Mbh] terms in the mass matrix and totally uncoupled in the
stiffness matrix.
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Normally, during the performance of a modal survey, it is left up to the analyst to
choose the accelerometer set, since he also is responsible for the reduction of the
detailed finite element model. The test locations are also controlled by the test
schedule, which is directly proportional to the amount of instrumentation to be set
up, which precipitates a proportional amount of data reduction. Experienced
dynamicists usually advise one to place the accelerometers only where they are
needed to sense the motion ofmost of the mass of the structure and to measure the
mode shapes in the frequency range determined by the environment for which the
structure is designed.
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LOCALIZATION OF THE MODEL ERROR
The process of finite element model verification presents more than ample
opportunities for generating errors. The finite element model itself may have
incorrect estimates of cross-sectional properties, inadequate modelling detail, or poor
basic theoretical assumptions due to the modelling technique. The test data could be
saddled with inadequate accelerometer locations for the modal frequency range in
question, poorly calibrated test equipment, equipment failures, or combinations of
the above. Localization of errors is concerned with those minimum areas of the finite
element model which when modified changes the stiffness matrix with no or little
impact upon the mass matrix. Usually this involves a trial and error approach of
modifying finite element properties such as modulus of elasticity, density, cross
sectional properties, area moment of inertia, or material thickness. Sometimes "knock
down"
factors are applied to the properties of structural elements that either increase
or decrease their flexibility to account for joint flexibilties, which may not be
properly modelled in the finite
element model. The eigenvalue problem is rerunwith
each change and the resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors compared to those of the
test. This iterative process leads hopefully to the few structural members , that when
modified does not adversely change the system mass properties and forces the
dynamic characterization of the model to match that of the test data with respect to
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frequency content and mode shapes. The properties of whole substructures can be
modified in the finite element model by adjusting only those finite elements with the
same property identification designation, for instance, thus localizing the error. These
corrections can be implemented at the local level, the substructure level, or the
system level. Unfortunately, this can be a fustrating, time consuming, and costly
ordeal, since the stiffness and mass matrices are interelated and even a slight change
in one affects upon the other.
Numerous more systematic solutions to this problem are presented in the literature.
An extensive literature survey on this subject is given in [29]. Berman and Nagy's [31]
method of direct system matrix update seems to be the favorable approach. The mass
and stiffness matrices to be updated are input into this algorithm and the measured
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are assumed to be correct. The mass matrix is modified
first, followed by the stiffness matrix. The theory for this approach is given in [32]
where the localization of the model changes of the structure is based upon a least
square approach in the modal space. The system change matrices obtained from an
optimization process or design sensitivity study are projected to the modal space and
equated to the summation of a series of element matrices. These element matrices
are the modal and mass and stiffness matrices per element or substructure basis
obtained from the original analytical model. The unknown coefficients associated
with each element modal matrix can be used to quantify the spatial contributions of
the mass and stiffness changes to the original analytical model. The algebraic
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equations of these coefficients can be solved using a least-squared fit
technique.
Botto et al [33] also uses a classical least-squared fit, but proposes a more systematic
approach that is limited to the mean quadratic error between the test and analytical
mode shapes.
Link in [34] establishes a direct identification method based on test data in the
frequency domain, while Badenhausen [35] uses a time domain approach. Direct
identification of the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices requires that the number
of degrees of freedom measured by the accelerometer set be equal to the number
ofmodes. Caesar in [30] points out that Link and Badenhausen show that if the mass
matrix is incomplete.ie., the number of degrees of freedom is greater than the
number of modes, stiffness and damping matrices can still be derived if in addition
to response accelerations, interface forces and excitation forces are measured.
Some of the other authors on this subject suggest a range of techniques to implement
the localization of errors. A well known localization procedure is the error matrix
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x = denotes experimental







The binomial theorem is introduced requiring that [AK] and [AM] be small. This











The (truncated) modal expansions which are substituted for the four matrix inverses







Where [0] is the mass-normalized modal matrix and [k] is the eigenvalue matrix.
Gordis [36] contends that the formulation of a "localization
matrix"
provides the
spatial diagnostic information required to insure a unique identification. This
frequency domain centered technique is
based on the difference between the
frequency response functions from the test
and those sensitized from the model. In
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[37] a localization method is given that is based on the residual force vector. This
vector {R} is as follows
TO = ( [ K, ] - [X] [ Maa ]){ fi }
where,
{R} = The residual force vector.
[K,J = The reduced stiffness matrix of the analysis set.
[Maa] = The reduced mass matrix of the analysis set.
[X] = The undamped natural frequency matrix.
{0} = The mode shape.
is used at the submatrix finite element model level for if {R} ^ 0 for that particular
submatrix, then an error exist there, thus localizing the erroneous degree of freedom.
A similar algorithm by Ojalvo [37] formulates the "change location
vector"
slightly
differently from {R}, and terms the method the modal force error criteria. This
algorithm is used in [38], where the location and extent of structural damage is
assessed by one of a minimum rank perturbation constraint. The effect of damage
in a finite element model usually is centered around only a few finite elements. The
rank of each elemental mass or stiffness matrix is dependent upon the degrees of
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freedom controled by those elements. In general the elemental matrices are not of
full rank. For example, the rank of a 6X6 elemental stiffness matrix of a three
dimensional truss element is only one. Consequently, a minimum rank perturbation
constraint is enforced for such elements.
In [42] a technique is presented that is based on the statistical analysis of the vector
formed by the difference between the test and analysis mode shapes after they have
been scaled using a least-squared fit approach. Localization is accomplished by the
evaluation of such statistical parameters as the percent absolute mode difference
array, mean of the absolute difference, variance, and the normalized standard
deviation. Sensitivity analysis [43], where the sensitivity matrix of the eigenvalues and
the eigenvectors to individual element mass and stiffness matrices is constructed.
Based on the distance between the model solutions of the finite element model and
the test data, an error indicator is formulated and solved using pseudo inverse and
singular value decomposition techniques. This dual stage technique involves the use
of a ratio of effectiveness with an associated sensitivity coefficient matrix. The error
is localized where both the error indicator and the sensitivity coefficient are large.
In [44] the sensitivity analysis is based on dynamic response instead of modes and
mode shapes. Here Bretl states that this approach requires no acquisition of modal
parameters from test data or curve fitting and can be solved uniquely formore design
variables.
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One of the more practical error localization approaches is given by Shepard in [40]
where he explores the link between the discrepancies in the analytical and
experimental normal mode frequencies of an undamped system. He gives the theory
for this method as follows.
To establish a link between frequency discrepancies and structural element








is the sum of the potential energies of the mode stored in the n elements of the
structure, and
T = E tj
j = l
is the sum of the element kinetic energies of the mode shape. Equation (3.1) can be
cast into a differential form using logarithmic differentiation:
y(M2 -_&y...2 dw =(&ii - _dli | + |-dY2
- Jfe ) + . . (3.2)
<o V T
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where the quantities o>, V, and T for the mode are assumed from a finite element
analysis. The differential do represents the small discrepancy between the normal
mode frequency determined by the finite element analysis and that determined from
the experimental test data.
To determine the element differentials dv and dt, consider first the computation of
Vj and tj of the
jth
element from the finite element model. For the chosen mode, the





where the element mode vector {Uj} is the partitioned segment of the normal mode
vector and the element stiffness matrix [Kj] is the partitioned segment of the full
stiffness matrix of the structure, which apply to element j.





where the element mass matrix [Mj] is the partitioned segment of the full mass
matrix of the structure. The differential dVj of equation (3.3) implies small changes
in both the element mode vector {Uj} and the element stiffness matrix [Kj]. The











It now remains to normalize these changes by the mode energies V and T as
required by equation (3.2). For a particular mode, the ratio of the local potential
energy change of the
jth







Since the d[Kj] matrix will not be known in a detailed way, its relation to [Kj] can be






where k is a scale factor (modulus) associated with the
jth
element. For example if
element j acts primarily as a beam element, the scale factor would be taken as the









With the use of equations (3.9) and (3.10) equation (3.2) can be written as
2 do fv1 dk: ta dm^ /v2 dk2 t2 dm2 \ (3.11)
l-f/ : - 1 +
u \V ^ T rnj V k2 T m2
This is a linear equation which relates the mode frequency discrepancy ratio dco/w
to stiffness and mass discrepancy ratios for each of the elements. The weighting
factors Vj/V and tj/T for each element are obtained from a finite element analysis.
For n finite elements there are 2n unkowns - dk/k and dm/m ratios for each
element. Therefore, 2n equations of the form of equation (3.11) must bewritten, one
for each mode frequency discrepancy ratio dw/o). For n finite elements, only n
normal mode frequencies are available. However, the modes may be associated with
a pole (resonant mode) or with a zero (anti-resonant mode). Since the zero
frequency depend on the particular choice of the location of the excitation and the
location of the response, it is easy to obtain the required number of frequency
discrepancy ratio equations of the form of equation (3.11), bymeasuring the response
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at several locations.
To apply these ideas more concretely, consider the following example. A large space
structure in the form of a canterlivered beam has been carefully manufactured and
ground tested at various subassembly levels. For simplicity we represent the space
craft as a four element eight degree of freedom beam model. Ground based testing
has established that the modelling of the mass distribution of the cantilever is
accurate, so that all mass discrepancies dm/m for the elements are assumed to be
















where the superscripts refer to the four modes, and the subscripts, refer to the four
beam elements. The square matrix, called the modal reference matrix (MR) comes
from the finite element model. The frequency discrepancy vector (do>/w) is
determined by comparing the frequencies obtained from the finite element analysis
with the frequencies obtained experimentally. Finally, the element descrepancy vector
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dk/k is computed by inverting equation (3.12). An example is presented in [40],
where by simply choosing the element with the greatest dk/k ratio as calculated from
equation (3.12), one will have narrowed the location of the modelling error to the
specific element that needs to be modified.
Now that we have localized the error to a particular finite element, lets take the
process one step further and determine the actual degree of freedom that needs to
be concentrated upon. Pechinski et al.,[63] proposes a new technique referred to as
the Coordinate Orthogonality Check to identify the contribution of each degree of
freedom to the individual terms of the Pseudo Orthogonality Check matrix (see
chapter 4), which is an acceptible criteria for successful finite element model to test
data correlation. The Pseudo-Orthogonality Check (POC) is given by
POC =
[0JT
[MJ [0J = [I]
where,
[0J = The experimental modal vectors.
[MJ
= The analytical mass matrix.
[0j
= The analytical modal vectors.
[I] = The identity matrix if each vector is mass normalized and orthogonal.
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Usually, the closer the diagonal terms of the POC are to 1.0 and the off diagonal
terms are to 0.0, the better the correlation between the test and the analytical modes.
Acceptible values for the diagonal terms and the off diagonal terms are > .90 and <
.1, respectively.The POC equation can be written for a four degree of freedom
system as follows
0x11 0x12 0x13 0x14
0x21 fm 0x23 0x24
0x31 0x32 0x33 0x34
0x41 0x42 0x43 0x44
mall mal2 mal3 mal4
ma21 ma22 ma23 ma24
ma31 ma32 ma33 ma34
ma41 ma42 ma43 ma44
0all tfal2 ^313 0al4
0a21 0a22 0a23 #a24
0a31 0a32 0a33 &34
0a41 0a42 0a43 0a44
Considering only the
'i'
experimental mode with the
'j'
analytical mode, this is
written as
POQj
= [0xli 0x2i 0x3i 0x4i ]
mall mal2 mal3 mal4
ma21 ma22 ma23 ma24
ma31 ma32 ma33 ma34
ma41 ma42 ma43 ma44




(0xlimall0alj + 0xlimal2oa2j + 0xlimal30a3j + 0xlimal4tfa4j
+ 0x2ima210alj + 0x2ima220a2j + 0x2ima230a3j + 0x2ima240a4j
+ 0x3ima310alj + 0x3ima320a2j + 0x3ima330a3j + ^x3ima340a4j
+ 0x4ima410alj + 0x4ima420a2j + 0x4ima430a3j + ^x4ima440a4j)
For further simplification by using a lumped mass matrix, this equation can be







= 0 (for i * j)
= 1 (for i = j)
Clearly, all degrees of freedom have a contribution to one particular off diagonal
term of the POC matrix. Note that for an off diagonal term to become zero, the
vectors need not be correlated. Each of the individual multiplications are not zero
themselves but rather the summation of all the multiplications should produce a
value of zero. To determine if a value is too high or too low, the difference between
the individualmultiplication of a POC off-diagonal term and its expected value based





for each kl degree of freedom pair. The authors state that since there is no way to
assess whether a given discrepancy is either acceptible or unacceptible, a better
approach is to normalize the computed difference to its expected value based on the







which is referred to as the Coordinate Orthogonality Check, CORTHOG. This check
is written for each degree of freedom pair (kl) for each mode pair (ij) that is
investigated. The CORTHOG identifies which degrees of freedom are discrepant on
a weighed basis. A plot of the CORTHOG for all degrees of freedom for a given
mode pair (a given off-diagonal term) provides quick visual information as to which
degrees of freedom are most likely discrepant with respect to the finite element
degrees of freedom. Figure 3 show typical plots of the stiffness and damping matrix
errors at the degree of freedom level for 3 mode shapes. The experiment degree of
freedom lies along one axis and the test dof along the other. The magnitude of each
error
"peak"
is used to quantify the location where emphasis should be placed
regarding where a change in the finite




























Either of the afforementioned methods can be instrumental in locating the source of
the error. A response based localization of error as in [44] alleviates the need for
modal parameter estimation. This curve fitting process can be just another source of
error. Consequently, it is preferred to expand the response of the test data up to the
g-set or total degree of freedom level of the finite element model, thus preserving
the location of the error, and then compare the test response to the analytical
response of the finite element model g-set using an elemental or degree of freedom
based localization technique.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL UPDATING APPROACHES
Having located the source of the error, the task now turns to the means of correcting
the finite element model. In general, two overall schools of thought exist of how this
may be accomplished. Based on accepted orthogonality criteria, (1) modify the mass
and the stiffness matrix slightly with no real attention given to the real physical
attributes of the structure, or (2) modify actual finite element model physical input
parameters - material properties, geometrical characteristics, and boundary
conditions. Method (1) can generally be accomplished, since it is purely
mathematical, but if the changes required are large, may lead to unrealistic matrices
and a model that is worst than the original model for subsequent analysis. On the
other hand, method (2) with its reliance upon modification of real finite element
model properties is generally more accepted, since such changes usually can be
implemented by actual design changes.
There are several methods used as criteria for success of the model correlation effort
where the eigenvectors (0) of the test and the analysis are used to determine if the
two modes are alike or not. The following formulations are some of the more
common.
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A = Denotes analytical mode shapes.
X = Denotes experimental mode shapes.
MA = Denotes the analytical mass matrix.
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The advantage of the MAC is that it does not require a mass matrix in its
calculation. The disadvantage is that, if the vectors are incompletely determined due
to not enough measuring points in the modal survey, for instance, the MAC could
give misleading results. Also the MAC being a relative scaler where 1.0 indicates an
excellent match and 0.0 shows no match, requires engineering judgement to
determine if a model based only on the MAC is in fact adequate for subsequent use.
The MAC is a good means to quantify the comparison between two sets of mode
shapes.The pseudo-cross orthogonality check uses only the test and analytical mode
shapes, thus circumventing possible errors in the analytical mass matrix. Another
process, the self orthogonality requirement uses the analytical mass matrix and the
measured modes, where its product is a unit matrix, if each vector is mass normalized
and orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix. Similarly, a cross orthogonality
check can be done using the analytical mass matrix, the test modes, and the
analytical modes.
The problem usually associated with this process is that the mass matrix is one that
has been reduced from the full set to the accelerometer set. If Guyan reduction (a
static reduction), [23] is used to reduce the mass matrix, the dynamics of the system
is not accurately taken into account as pointed out in [45]. It is
further stated that the
error introduced in this condensation may out way those contained in the
eigenvectors. Berman reinforces this point in [46] where, in an apparent feud
between he and Baruch et al.,[47], states that during a Guyan reduction, if the full
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stiffness matrix is exact, then the reduced stiffness matrix is exact, but the reduced
mass matrix is inexact and is only an approximation.
A more recent technique - the pseudo-orthogonality check [45] overcomes the
problems associated with some of the previous methods. This check in conjunction
with the System Equivalent Reduction Expansion Process (SEREP) [48], which
reduces the mass matrix down to the test set degrees of freedom (DOF) such that
the effects of condensation of the mass matrix is minimized is gaining acceptance.
The Pseudo Orthogonality check can be used at the full analytical set level or at the
reduced set dof level. The SEREP maintains a mapping between the full set and the
reduced set dof by forming a transformation matrix that relates all the system
variables to only the reduced set thus more accurately reflecting the system mass
matrix. The following developement of this approach is repeated here from [45].
The theoretical aspects can be broken down into several parts consisting of the
formulation of the general 'System Equivalent Reduction / Expansion Process',
formation of a reduced model at the test dof, formulation of an expanded model at
the full set of dof, formulation of an improved mass matrix using the measured
modal vectors, and formulation of the Pseudo Orthogonality Check.
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System Equivalent Reduction /Expansion Process (SEREP)
The SEREP process relies on a finite element or analytical model, from which an
eigensolution is performed to develop a mapping from the full set of analytical dof
to the reduced set of active dof. The details of the process are presented in [48] and
are summarized below. The equations of motion for an undamped system are,
[MJ{XJ + [KJ{XJ = 0 (4.1)
where [MJ and [KJ are the original system mass and stiffness matrices , respectively:
The subscript n denotes the dimensionality of the full set of analytical dof, referred
to as Ndof.
The eigensolution of the system matrices yield a set of modal vectors which are used
to describe the transformation from modal space to physical space.
{Xn} = [UJ{P} (4.2)
where [UJ is referred to as the modal matrix containing the
modal vectors arranged
in column fashion; {P} is the displacement in the modal coordinate system.
The full system modal vector can be partitioned into those dofs which correspond to
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the active dofs (Adof) and to the embedded or deleted dofs as,




subscript denotes the active dof and the
'd'
subscript denotes the
deleted dof; the Adof usually corresponds to the measuement points used for the
experimental modal data set.
With the above partitioning definitions, the mapping of the Adof relative to the
modal coordinate is formed by partitioning equation (4.2) as
{2U = [UJ{P} (4.4)






[UJg is the generalized inverse of [UJ.
In most cases, the number of measurement points is generally greater than the
number of modes in the experimental modal data base. For this case, the generalized







The global mapping transformation matrix, which relates the reduced set of test dof
(Adof) to the full set of analytical dof (Ndof), can be developed by substituting




Note that the subscript u denotes that this transformation matrix is based on the
analytical modal vector set [U].
Reduced Analytical Modal Formulation







where [MJ and [KJ are the equivalently reduced mass and stiffness matrices,
respectively; The subscript
'a'
denotes that these matrices are associated with the
Adof.
These reduced matrices are simular in form and function as those obtained from a
Guyan reduction. However, the difference lies in the fact that the generalized inverse
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formulation carries information pertaining to the selected modes of the
analytical
system and therefore, the reduction produces an equivalent set of reduced matrices
whose eigensolutionyields the same selected frequencies. Themode shapes expanded
back to the full set of analytical dofs, are identical to the selected modes used for the
[TJ matrix. This is not true of the Guyan reduction technique.
Expanded Experimental Model Formation
Rather than reduce the analytical matrices to the test dof, it may be advantageous
to expand the set of measured dofs to the full set of analytical dofs. The above
developement of the SEREP process gives the basis of mapping the reduced set of
Adof to the full set of Ndof. It is assumed that the analytical and experimental
database are sufficiently
'tuned'
such that all measured shapes can be expanded to
the full set of Ndof using
[EJ = [TJ [EJ (4.10)
where [EJ is the expanded set of experimental vectors at the full set of analytical
dofs and [EJ is the set of experimental vectors at the reduced set of active dof.
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Mass Improvement Formulation
The analytical system matrices can be improved using the measured modal
vectors
as described in [64]. These optimization techniques are varied depending uponwhich
system parameters are chosen as reference for the process. In this paper, it is
assumed that mass is the reference and the system mass matrix can be optimized
either at the full or reduced set of dof. When the full set of Ndof are used, the
measured modes must be expanded as previously described. This section summarizes
the processing of the full and the reduced sets of matrices.











= improved mass matrix
[MJ
= reduced analytical mass matrix
[EJ = set of experimental modal vectors

















= improved mass matrix
[MJ = original analytical mass matrix
[EJ = set of experimental modal vectors







Several different Pseudo Orthogonality checks can be investigated at the reduced set
of test dof (Adof) or at the full set of analytical dof (Ndof) using either the analytical
mass matrix or the improved mass matrix. In addition, a general normalization of
either the analytical or experimental vectors can be made to adjust the vector sets.
Therefore, at either the Adof or Ndof, the following four pseudo Orthogonality










( [M] [U] ) (4.15)
S(4) =
([E]T
[M1]) ( [U] ) (4.16)
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where,
[S] = Pseudo Orthogonality Check Result
[M] = analytical mass matrix
[M]1
= improved mass matrix
[E] = set of experimental modal vectors
[U] = set of analytical modal vectors














In all four relationships above, the subscript a or n can be added to denote whether
the Pseudo Orthogonalty Check is performed using the reduced set of test dof or at
the full set of analytical dof.
The relationship of the equations (4.13) and (4.14) may produce results which are
greater than unity for the diagonal terms
of S(l) and S(2). This can happen since the
vectors are not necessarily scaled to the
proper mass matrix in the Pseudo
Orthogonality Check. A general normalization
of the vectors with respect to the mass
matrix, however, will guarantee results which are
never greater than unity. This is the
reason for the relationships in equations (4.15) and (4.16).
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It is very important to understand the bias in equations (4.13) and (4.14) and in the
companion relationships of equations (4.15) and (4.16). The Pseudo Orthogonality
Check S(l) has a bias on the analytical set of vectors since the mass matrix is directly
related to the analyical vectors. The Pseudo Orthogonality Check S(2), however has
a bias on the experimental vectors since the mass matrix is improved based on the
experimental vector. Therefore each of these different Pseudo Orthogonalty Checks
will produce slightly different results, which hopefully will provide additional insight
into the relationsip between the analytical and the experimental vectors
The concern over which matrix to accept as the dominant entity transcends thewhole
correlation process. Is in preferable to accept the analytical stiffness matrix as
reference or its associated mass matrix? Does the test data preempt the analysis?
The total data set includes the analytical mass and stiffness matrices, their associated
modes and frequencies along with the test modes, frequencies, and damping. Either
of these can be used as the reference. Baruch [49] chooses the measured modal
matrix with some modifications as the reference. Berman [50] modifies the mass
matrix in an optimal manner using a weighing matrix.Wei [51] chooses to correct the
stiffness matrix and shows how this can be done without using the Lagrange
multipliers. Ibrahim [52] presents the theory to correct the mass, stiffness, and even
the damping matrix. A more recent treatment is
given by Huang et al [53] where the
authors present the theory to correct all the
structural matrices using incomplete test
modal parameters and an optimization technique with a penalty function. Several
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authors [54,55,56] propose to update the mass and stiffness matrices simultaneously,
which takes into account the interaction between the mass and stiffness matrices
while satisfying the dynamic equation, the orthogonality constraints, and based on an
incomplete set of data. Most of the above techniques are based upon [47] which is
a technique by which the test modes are forced to adhere to the orthogonality
constraint in a weighted optimal manner.
New model updating methods consider the use of frequency response functions to
modify the mass and stiffness matrices. This finite element model refinementmethod
is an iteration process that minimizes the difference between the predicted modes
and the measured structural responses. This approach is being propagated by the fact
that it alleviates the need and the inaccuracies associated with a typical curve fitting
process. The basic theory for this method is given in [57] which uses the design
sensitivity capability of MSC NASTRAN version 65 DMAP [58] to iteratively solve
the problem. Ewins et al [59] presents some interesting results of test data and a
DMAP for his formulation is given in [60]. A novel approach is given by Ibrahim et
al [61] in which the authors assert that only two sets of structural responses are
required to simultaneously update the mass, stiffness,
and damping matrices. The
responses can be from any two identified
normal modes, complex modes,or two
forced harmonic response vectors near any two natural frequencies.The non-iterative
algorithms also incorporate a uniqueness factor that indicates whether or not the
initial finite element model actually can be corrected. This technique is still in its
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infancy and neither of the authors could show good experimental data. Ewins points
out that for large sized finite element models, the computational cost may be
prohibitive. Both the choice and the number of the frequency points used are
important, and the solution is not unique in the sense that two sets of modification
factors are able to force the same correct dynamic behavior. Ting [57] also points out
that the order ofmagnitude difference between the real and the predicted responses
can cause the process to diverge.
CORDS [62] is a program developed by the Structural Dynamics Research
Corporation for test/analysis correlation. It is based on frequency only as the state
variable and the design variable for design sensitivity can be anything that appears
on NASTRAN property or material cards. It is a two step process that does a design
sensitivity study to locate the error and then optimize selected properties to ensure
a frequency match. The mode shapes are not matched, however and the process can
lead to unrealistic element properties.
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CONCLUSIONS
The optimum test configuration is a free-free test with mass added to the boundary
interface locations. These tests take advantage ofminimum cost for test fixturing and
can be used for any sized structure. Furthermore, the combination of a free-free test
with mass additive interface boundary force tests acquires the data to verify a model
for subsequent free or constrained end use.
The most promising location for accelerometers remain a compromise between a
mathematical optimum and an experience based optimum. Mathematically it is best
to reduce the detailed model using the improved reduced system method. The
accelerometer/excitation location should then be chosen based on a kinetic energy
objective function that maximizes the ability to recreate the mode shapes deemed
necessary by the analyst.
Localization of the error between the test and the analysis mode shapes is best
accomplished by an evaluation of the discrepancy between the potential and kinetic
energies exhibited by these two vectors on a finite element level. The process is then
enhanced by a similar investigation at the degree of freedom level stipulated by the
location of the most prominent element error. Each element error or degree of
freedom error can be graphically displayed relative to
each other and changes then
made to that finite element that controls the most errant degree of freedom. For
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instance, a typical beam finite element has 6 degrees of freedom at each end - 3
translations and 3 rotations. If the dof investigation shows a large rotational error,
then the torsional properties of that beam element could be modified until that
rotational error is minimized.
The mass properties of the structure can be determined fairly accurately by
performing weight, eg, and inertial property tests. The finite element model can be
changed to match this test data within less than a percentage point. This makes the
mass matrix the optimum reference matrix. Calculation of the cross-orthogonality
matrix remains the criteria for success of the model correlation effort with terms on
the diagonal of 0.9 or greater and terms on the off diagonal of less than 0.1. Usually
the test data is assumed the reference, since testing is well established and is not
subject to vary as are modeling techniques. The most effective model updating
method is probably accomplished by simultaneously making slight changes to the
mass and stiffness matrices that result in only small realistic property changes in the
finite element model. Since none of the techniques actually accomplish this at the
present time, the age old method ofmanually choosing a suspected area in the model
based upon knowledge of the model, modifying its properties, and re-running the
eigenvalue problem is usually done until the othogonality check is within
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The process begins early on with the analytical model, which is used to perform the
pre-test analysis as shown. The weight, center of gravity, and inertial properties
acquired from test are used to update the finite element model mass properties. It
is usually possible to match the weight and center of gravity to within less than a
percentage point with slight modifications to finite element material property
densities. Eigenvalue analysis is done on the finite element model to acquire the
analysis eigenvalues, (ona, and the analysis eigenvectors, f>a. The accelerometers and
exicitation point locations are then given to the modal survey test and that test
performed. Frequency response functions are acquired from the modal survey test.
Various polynomials are used to curve fit the frequency response functions and
estimate the structures dynamic properties - frequency, o^, damping, Cx, and test
mode shapes, 0X.
The cross orthogonality check is now performed. If the criteria for success is satisfied,
i.e., diagonal terms of the ensueing cross orthogonalty matrix are greater than or
equal to .9 and the off diagonal terms are less than .1, the model is considered
verified. If on the other hand, the system fails the cross orthogonalty test, then a
design sensitivity study is performed
on the finite elementmodel to localize the error
and predict those minimum design changes that when made, will improve the
orthogonality relationship.
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After the orthogonality constraint is satisfied, the model
maybe further updated to
reflect the results of static deflection tests, where the structure is
pulled with known
loads and its deflection measured. The finite element model is again modified
until
its deflection, when loaded matches the deflection of the actual static deflection
test.
At this point, the finite element model is considered test verified.
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